AlloSeq cfDNA, a Donor-Derived Cell-Free DNA measurement solution
for on-site monitoring of Solid Organ Transplants.
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Introduction

In solid organ transplant recipients, circulating donor-derived cell-free DNA (dd-cfDNA) is a noninvasive biomarker of transplant allograft injury1,2 that may enable more frequent,
quantitative, and safer assessment of allograft rejection and injury status. We have developed a non-invasive, targeted next-generation sequencing (NGS) assay (AlloSeq cfDNA) that
utilizes 202 single-nucleotide polymorphisms located throughout the genome to measure the dd-cfDNA in plasma of transplant recipients. The assay combines a clinical laboratory
compatible protocol with streamlined workflow and a fully automated analysis software to accurately quantify dd-cfDNA without requiring separate genotyping of either donor or
recipient. This solution was evaluated for performance using independently validated 15 reference samples. Reference samples were developed by mixing cell line genomic DNA
fragmented by sonication to approximately 160-bp fragments to simulate the size profile of cell-free DNA. Three separate reference material panels were constructed using a donor
cell line containing a single copy of EGFR T790M gene and three recipient cell lines. Trace amounts of the donor DNA were mixed with the recipient DNA at target levels from 0% to
25% to simulate different amounts of cfDNA originating from donor. The amount of donor DNA was verified using an orthogonal SNP genotyping assay for EGFR T790M. In our tests,
conducted in parallel across five independent laboratories, AlloSeq cfDNA accurately and reproducibly quantified the fraction of dd-cfDNA in all 15 samples.

Methods and Materials
dd-cfDNA Quantification Assay
The concept of the CareDx AlloSeq cfDNA assay is centered
around a single multiplex PCR followed by sequencing to
determine the fraction of donor-specific nucleotides at 202
selected SNP loci (figure 1), allowing the quantification of ddcfDNA with or without prior genotyping of the donor or
recipient (figure 2).
The kit includes a locusspecific oligonucleotide
primer pool to amplify the
targeted regions of interest.
In combination with index
adapters, a unique cycling
protocol amplifies the
locus-specific regions and
indexes the libraries
concurrently. Indexed
samples are subsequently
Figure 2. Relative quantification of
pooled and purified
together to prepare dd-cfDNA (in red), based on SNP
sequence.
for sequencing.
After sequencing is complete, an analysis report
provides precise percentage of dd-cfDNA present
in each sample, in less than 24 hours after
sample receipt and cfDNA extraction (figure
3a). Library preparation is completed within
four hours of which only one hour is hands
on (figure 3b).
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Figure 1. SNP design.

Figure 3a. Streamlined workflow allows for analysis of
extracted cfDNA in less than 24 hrs.

Analysis Software
Results are generated automatically by AlloSeq cfDNA software from the sequencer-generated
FastQ file (figure 3). Multiple recipients can be analyzed in parallel, but the AlloSeq cfDNA
Windows software design also allows monitoring %dd-cfDNA levels in a same recipient over time.
During monitoring, one or more samples are taken post-transplant. The software calculates %ddcfDNA from these post-transplant samples and displays the results in a report to compare levels
from different samples (figure 4) to support building longitudinal studies. A recipient-only sample
can be taken from the recipient prior to transplant (or from a different tissue) and can be included
in this calculation. Details of the analysis output is also available for each sample (figure 5) to
access sample quality metrics, facilitating potential troubleshooting.
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Figure 3. Direct, automated analysis from FastQ file allows to generate direct reports or results compatible with
LIMS systems.

Figure 4. Software interface allows
comparison
between
different
timepoints for longitudinal studies.
The results page for a project
enumerates essential data and
analytical results about posttransplant and recipient-only samples
in a single, interactive display. The
essential data for post-transplant
samples are the sample name,
collection date, %dd-cfDNA, and
whether the quality metrics with a
surpass a set of quality thresholds.
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Figure 3b. Concurrent locus-specific and indexing PCR requires minimal hands on time. (TAT: TurnAround
Time; HOT: Hands-On Time).

Results
15 reference samples were developed by mixing cell line genomic DNA fragmented by sonication
to approximately 160-bp fragments to simulate the size profile of cell-free DNA. In our most of our
tests, conducted in parallel across five independent laboratories, AlloSeq cfDNA accurately and
reproducibly quantified the fraction of dd-cfDNA. Protocol variations were introduced in different
runs, causing built-in sample quality metrics to fail (stars in figure 6).
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Figure 5. Details of a timepoint with quality control
metrics.
The user can view additional data about each sample
by clicking a button that displays a sample details
dialog box. This dialog shows additional data about
the quality metrics and which failed the quality
thresholds.
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Figure
6.
Relative
quantification across sites
on sample with different
dd-cfDNA equivalent %
between 0.1 and 17%.
Experiments were run in
triplicates. Runs which did
not pass Quality metrics are
represented by a star ( ).
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Figure 7.
How measurement of dd-cfDNA can be
used for graft monitoring.

With the demonstrated use of cell-free DNA as a trustable biomarker to detect efficiently and reproducibly rejection and graft damage1,2 (figure 7),
AlloSeq cfDNA represents a noninvasive, streamlined solution which requires minimal hands-on time and can be completed within 24 hours post
obtaining recipients cfDNA, on site, providing a critical practical turnaround time preferred in post transplantation surveillance.
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